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WARNING!
  Speedometer is a publication put 

together by members and participants 
of The Speed Project of the  
San Francisco AIDS Foundation.  The 

news, views and opinions are  of contribu-
tors, not of SFAF.  As the guys are telling 

their stories and truths, this Zine contains some sexually explicit mate-
rial and is therefore only intended for adults. 

Speedometer is a harm reduction publication for gay, bisexual and hetero-
flexible men who snort, smoke, hot rail, booty bump, or inject crystal meth. 
This zine is not intended for anyone else. So please help us by keeping it in 
the family! 

The Speed Project exists to improve the safety and health of guys who 
use speed.  If you are trying to quit speed, or have recently quit, and want 
support you might want to look at other resources at the end of this Zine 
(p.105), call us at 415-788-5433 or contact Stonewall at 415-502-1999.

The SF AIDS Foundation doesn’t encourage or recommend the use of 
meth but we understand and know that some people will choose to use. 
It is safest not to use crystal meth. We see drug use as a health issue and 
believe that users have a right be treated with dignity and respect and 
to information that will help them make decisions about their health. We 
believe that men who have experience using speed are best suited to share 
their stories and strategies with other men who use about what works for 
them in terms of reducing the spread of HIV, hepatitis, STDs, and other 
harms associated with the use of crystal. 

This zine contains personal stories, opinions, artwork, and articles from 
people who use crystal meth and by local health, social service, and drug 
treatment providers. 

You might not like or agree with everything you read or see.  We do not edit, 
censor, or change people’s submissions- the views expressed here are those 
of the author or artist, not the SF AIDS Foundation.

Please call the SPEED PROJECT  
with any comments or questions at (415) 788-5433.
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welcome

Speedometer is a community magazine that is by 
and for gay and bisexual guys who use crystal 
meth. A new issue will be put out every other 
month and you are always welcome to submit your 
work to Speedometer. Whether it’s a story, 
poem, drawing, photo, survey, rant, question, 
concern, idea, or a 4 a.m. solution to fix the 
world or theory…just send it along! Some of 
the artwork and writings in this issue are 
by guys who are Peer Educators of the Speed 
Project. Peer Educators, who are the core 
of this project, are volunteers who support 
community health and distribute this Zine to 
their friends.

The Speed Project respects people’s choices without judgment and 

shares useful, accurate information about drugs & health for gay 

and bisexual guys who use crystal. We provide harm reduction 

drop-in groups, social events, and help publish this Zine among 

other things.  By submitting to Speedometer you will share your 

work with other gay and bisexual men in your community who use 

speed, which is good for us all.

Some things to keep in mind:

•You can submit work with your own name, a fake name 
 or no name at all. 

•This magazine is a booklet made of standard 8.5 x 11 
 folded in half, in black and white. If you submit 
 something in color or larger than this size, the copy might 
 not come out as good as the original copy.

•If you send writing, as long as it’s not too long & we can 
 read the fucker…it’s in!
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You can: 

Mail it in:  Speedometer – Speed Project
       995 Market Street, Suite 200
       San Francisco CA 94103 

Drop it off: Speed Project
        One 6th Street, cross street with Market 
             *Ask for Terry, Mark or Alex

Email it: tellit@thoughtsonspeed.com
          Call it in: Call in your ideas, 
          comments, complaints or questions  
          to 415-788-5433

******************WE WILL NOT PRINT*****************

We won’t print the real names of people other than the author (and 

only the author’s name if he specifically requests it). As a community 

building project, we won’t print articles that are harmful or exploitive 

of any members of the community. Otherwise…bring it on. 

*******************************************************
Come to a zine party! 
Join other guys for dinner and while digesting 
create articles, poetry, collages, and stories for 
the zine. 
The next parties are on 
Wednesday January 17th  and 
Tuesday February 13th at
6PM, One 6th street at Market.  
Please leave us a message at 415 788-5433 and 
let us know you are coming so we order enough 
food. Thanks! 
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I’ve been in the Bay Area for 14 
years. Right now, I am not working 
and am on disability for depression. 
I go through periods of depression. 
My energy level varies; it’s been 
pretty good for the last 3 or 4 
months. Earlier this year, I was very 
depressed and didn’t go out much. 
I would use speed and go out to do 
a few things, but there is a different 
quality to getting high when you are 
depressed. Even speed doesn’t really 
help you when you are depressed. It 
does sometimes, but you know it’s 
artificial and the contrast from when you are high and 
not high is very stark. So, some of my life is being 
home and kind of isolated with my depression, which I 
am really working on. When I realize that’s going on for 
too long I make myself go out and do things.

I live by myself. Right now, I am comfortably 
single. I have a lot of friends and an 
active social and sexual life.  It’s not 
always fun and games being single in SF, 
there’s always a tendency for excess. I 
t h i n k it’s very easy to be 

single here because 
you can always meet 
people and go out and 
have fun.  I enjoy 
cruising; either on 
the street, in bars, 
sometimes on the 
internet and phone 
lines. I also meet new 

people through friends. I 
feel that in the last couple of years 

I See Resilience and Strength In All of Us
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I’ve really learned how to enjoy being 
who I am and I feel comfortable- whether 
I come home alone or with someone else. 9 
times out of 10 when I shut the door and 
lock it, whoever’s there with me or if 
it’s just me I am fine with that. That’s a 
good place to be.  

The Speed Project’s been 
really good for me. It’s been 
great to meet new people 
and have a place to go and 
interact with people where 
it’s not sexual or sexually 
tense. It’s funny because my 
use pattern has changed in 
a positive way since being 
part of the Speed Project. 
In retrospect I think I was 
using and having sex with 
people because I was lonely 
and so I find now that I have 
a bigger social network my standards have gone way 
up in terms of what I will tolerate in people. So that’s 
changed and I am not particularly concerned about my 
speed use right now. 

I haven’t had sex without speed more than 
a handful of times in the last 10 years. 
When I was clean for 2 years I didn’t have 
sex during that whole period and that’s 
one of the reasons I went back to using. 
I don’t know what that’s about; it’s very 
complicated. I don’t think its true of 
all gay men, but I think a lot of us have 
that issue. Some people think one of the 
dangers of speed use is that once you start 
having sex on speed then you can’t undo 
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it.  I think it’s more like 
certain people gravitate 
towards drug use because 
of issues that they have. 
We find the drugs or the 
drugs find us. I am not as 
concerned about that as I 
am about accepting myself, 
not beating myself up and 

feeling bad about it. It’s not like I am 
hurting people by having sex on drugs. 
I am not self destructive, I don’t 
destroy rooms or beat people up or 
anything like that. Its consensual, 
people don’t have to have sex with 
me. If I was the only guy in San 
Francisco that had that 
issue I would be home 
alone. 

I remember the early days of the 
gay movement- I started going to 
gay meetings and stuff in 1974 or 
75.  I remember how being an out 
gay person was kind of radical, you 
know. It was kind of radical and some people would say 
to me, “Well, why are you doing this? We know there are 
gay people in the world! But why does everyone have 
to know?” And they don’t ask that question anymore.

I deal with the same thing now as a guy who 
is out about PNP’ing, people ask “Why are 
you so blatant?” and I say, “You know, it’s 
to save lives-my own and other peoples.” 
The only reason why we still have an AIDS 
epidemic is because of communication. 
Right now, there could be no AIDS in the 
world if people had information, knew how 
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to take care of themselves, and were honest 
about their status. I was dating someone 
who told me that he 
couldn’t deal with my 
openness…he totally 
respected it, he 
really admired me for 
it- but he felt that 
for his life and his 
job and his neighbors- 
me showing up for a 
date with my speed 
project sweatshirt 
on was not the way 
he wanted to go. I 
totally respected him 
for that too, and I 
told him “I am so glad 
you said this, because 
obviously this isn’t 
going to work. I don’t 
want to censor myself 
and I don’t want you 
to be embarrassed with 
me.”  It’s a choice.  I feel as someone who 
is part of a risk group it is part of my 
job-part of who I am- to say, if you are 
going to use speed- use responsibly.  

As a volunteer for the Speed Project and 
believer in harm reduction I am setting a 
small example for my peers, and that that’s 
the first step to empowering yourself, to 
accept yourself and love yourself where 
you are at.  I have had some problems 
with the police recently over stupid shit 
and I wonder sometimes if it’s because I 
am out-and some of my friends say “well, 
you obviously don’t give a shit”. So this 
is to say, if you are going to do social 
change, it’s not for everybody, because 
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bad shit might happen.  

I think that one of the things that I find interesting 
about his whole “meth epidemic” media hype is that 
at the same time the media is all crazy about gay men 
and speed we still don’t have legal standing to have 
re la t ionsh ips in the same way as straight 

people. Not that the two 
are directly connected, 
but I think that is in the 
background for all gay 
men. We still have a sort 
of Jim Crow second class 
position in society and that 
surely doesn’t help if you 
think that gay men should 
be having these ‘healthy’ 
relationships. It’s only 
when we do the ‘wrong 
thing’ that people get 
concerned. But even the 
guys who are absolutely 
middle of the road- 
doing the “right thing”- 

they still don’t have equal rights. The 
whole thing is kind of a mess; our whole society is kind 
of fucked up. 

I think we need more people to say what 
they are doing and not to be ashamed about 
their lifestyles. All this denial- you 
shouldn’t say who you are- I am really 
against that. 

When I am interested in someone sexually, 
I am really up front right away about my 
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sexual desire. I say, “I like you sexually” 
or ask, “Do you have sex with guys?” Or, 
“Are you gay?” I am upfront and there 
is no secrecy on my part. I think 
that sets the 
agenda for being 
able to talk about 
stuff and to set 
limits. I’m not 
domineering, like 
its all about my 
agenda, but I 
think it’s good to 
set up a context 
where you can talk 
about things. I’ll talk about my HIV 
status, I’ll talk about a whole bunch 
of stuff right up front that I think 
lets them know that they can say what 
they like and what they don’t like. 
That’s one thing I really believe is 
important.

The topic of drugs will usually 
come up, particularly because 
of where I live downtown. I ask 
about how they do it. I tell them 
how I do it and that way there 
are no surprises because you 
don’t want to get caught in a 
situation where you are with 
someone really hot and you go 
home with them and you’re high 
and your turned on and you 
are ready to go, and you get to 
their house and they have a big 
old bag of speed and they say, 
“Well, I like to run it and I only 
have one rig” and you like to 
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run it…and you go “wow”…and that’s not a good place 
to be, you’re already high and with someone you’re 
really turned on to, and its this whole big surprise. So 
I try to avoid that whole situation by talking 
about it beforehand and that way we’ll have 
clean points.

I think that’s had a big impact ever since I 
became a secondary 
syringe exchanger, 
when I tell people 
I am a secondary 
exchanger they go, 
“Really?” At first 
they think I’m just 
exchanging needles 
for people and 
then I give them 
all the supplies 
you can get at the 
exchange and they 
go “Wow, you are 
really doing it.”  
I just say give 
me your dirties 
and I’ll give you 

cleans and I’ll exchange them for you-I 
think that’s really helped people do it 
more safely. You don’t have to be an agency, 
you can affect change individually.  

For sex, I kind of do my own version of serosorting- if I 
have anal sex I’m the top 99.9% of the time. I think in the 
last 10 years I’ve been a bottom 2 or 3 times.  Its funny, 
when I moved out to san Francisco- this town is full of 
bottoms- and I was like, “Wow, this is really cool!” Like I 
said, I have a pretty active social life. Mostly, I don’t 
use condoms but I will if someone wants me 
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to. I have 
condoms at 
my house but 
I don’t carry 
them with 
me. If I am 
at someone 
else’s house 
and they want 
me to use one 
then I think 
they should 
have condoms 
around. I 
know it’s 

risky to top without a condom but I think 
its relatively low risk compared to getting 
fucked without having a condom. 

The other 
thing, I am 
getting older. 
I am in my 
fifties and my 
sexuality has 
changed a bit. 
If I go home 
with someone 
and it’s not 
working out, 
it is not the 
end of the 
world. When I 
am with someone 
younger than 
me I think they 
think “What 
went wrong?” 
or they are 
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blaming themselves, and I’m like, “Don’t 
worry man. Go back out and meet someone 
else or go to sleep- it’s not the end of 
the world”.  When I get high I don’t have 
sex all the time. It used to be more of a 
sex thing, but sometimes now I don’t. I 
don’t get high as much as I used to, it 
may be an age thing. I like myself when I 
am not high.  

Stonewall has this thing about how you have different 
stages of involvement with the drug you use, so there’s 
the infatuation stage and the compromise stage, you try 
to compromise and then eventually you get to this sort of 
realistic view of it. You really see what the relationship 
is like with the drug and you don’t romanticize it. I am 
definitely at that point now, where I’m not romanticizing 
it. I’m not putting down anybody’s speed use or my 
own, I accept where people are at. But I definitely try 
to respect people who don’t use speed any more too; 
I understand how people can get a negative attitude 
towards people who use speed. I think they are wrong, 
speed users are people just like everybody else. You 
can’t tell me that everyone who is clean and sober 
is someone you want to hang out with and have sex 
with either, you know? I think sometimes people use 
someone’s speed use as an excuse to dismiss them 
rather than just saying “you don’t turn me on”…instead, 
it’s “Oh you’re a tweaker”. I hate that term tweaker 
sometimes, it sounds so dismissive. 

I assume everyone is positive unless 
I really know them. I think that if 
you are getting fucked by someone who 
you just met its way too late to worry 
about sero-converting. Not like I am 
cavalier about it, but every gay man 
has to make choices about the risks 
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they are 
willing 
t o 
take. I 
a s s u m e 
if I am 
fucking 
someone 
t h a t 
t h e y 
a r e 

positive.

 I’ve met a couple of guys that told me that they want to 
seroconvert and that’s a big turn off. Not only can I not 
do that for them because I am negative, I think that’s 
kind of quasi suicidal behavior.  It’s a turn off. Not hot, 
definitely not hot. 

I don’t 
have anal 
sex all the 
time. And 
being older 
I don’t cum 
in someone 
all the 
time either 
and I can’t 
a l w a y s 
predict how 
its going 
to go- how 
long I’ll 
last or 
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whatever… its not like 
I am losing control, 
its just that a normal 
50 year old man just 
doesn’t always know. I 
haven’t gotten into the 
Viagra thing. I tried it 
once; I am not sure how 
much I like it. I’ve been 
sexually active since my 
late teens and its not 
that I am blasé about 
sex but it’s not the main 
thing in my life. It’s a 

good part of my life, but I like lots of 
other things too. I like doing artwork, I 
like listening to the radio, taking walks, 
hanging out with friends, it’s part of it. 
That’s harm reduction too, balance. Some 
people I meet all they can talk about is 
speed, speed, speed. Believe me, I am all 
for being out and being who you are…but 
there comes a point where it’s like…what 
else is there? Well, okay fine, you do 
speed-I do speed…what else do we have in 
common?

Sometimes I will get really high and I’ll think that I 
would like to be a bottom. But I never do it; it’s like 
a fantasy that only happens when I get high. I can 
see how with the right person you could lose 
control and something bad could happen. 
That’s something that I want to pay attention 
to.  What has happened in those situations when I am 
with a person who wants to fuck me is and I say “Yeah, 
that’d be cool”, and I just talk about it and we never 
really get around to it, and it’s not intentional. I think 
in the moment I really am into it, but it never happens 
because it takes me a while to build up to it and by that 
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time the person’s given up. So I don’t know if that’s 
me subconsciously protecting myself but I guess that’s 
my plan so far, 
is to just talk 
a good game 
about getting 
fucked but not 
really doing 
anything about 
it. Some people 
like that, for 
some people 
that’s enough. 
I mean, I am 
a good talker. 
I can almost 
take you there 
just talking about it.

In the past if someone wanted to fuck me 
without a condom, I’d 
say, “Well, can you 
not come in my ass?”  
This has happened a 
couple times when I 
have bottomed and 
they agreed not 
to come in me, but 
afterwards I didn’t 
feel good about it. 
I feel like that’s a 
lot of trust to put 
in someone- sometimes 
with gay male sex the 
guy can be a real idiot. 
I really try to select 
guys that I feel are 
mature and not crazy, 
and I do have crazy in my 
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life- but I don’t have sex with them right 
now.  But, it could happen you know.  I 
know there’s a morning after post exposure 
prophylaxis regimen but I’ve heard stories 
that it’s hard to get. But I do have that 
in the back of my mind- I would do that.

Sometimes I feel guilty talking like this, like I’m saying 
“Oh I’m superior because I am negative and doing all 
the right things and you people who are positive are 
bad” and I don’t feel that way at all. I totally 
understand all the different reasons 
why stuff happens and it could happen 
to me tomorrow. I am not saying I 
have all the answers. 

You know I’ve kind of always been a top even 
before I got 
into speed 
and sex.  
I lucked 
out in so 
many ways, 
when this 
e p i d e m i c 
began no one 
knew what 
the hell 
was going on 
and for the 
first couple 
of years I 
thought I 
was going 
to die too.  

Before the HIV virus was discovered, who 
knew? And all of a sudden your friends are 
dropping dead. And each time they narrowed 
it down to how it was transmitted I was 
lucky. I am a top, and again this is why I 
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don’t feel like I have any answers. It’s 
just who I am.  I think I would be doing 
it whether there was HIV or not. 

If you had told me back in the 70’s about the AIDS 
epidemic I would have said, this is science fiction- this 
is not going to happen. The gay community is 

really great because we’ve survived it; I’ve 
seen amazing resilience and strength, in all 
of us.  When things get rough here in San 
Francisco, I know that whether or not I am 
negative or positive or I’ve used speed or I’ve 
stopped, that I feel that there’s people who 
have gone through it and I will find support.  
I don’t worry about that.
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I have been living in San Francisco for 36 
years. The military brought me here in the 
70’s where I supervised loading ammunition 
for all the bombs that they would shoot 
off over in Vietnam.  I 
grew up in 

the suburbs of 
Seattle, but that was a land far 

away and a time long, long ago. At that 
time Seattle was a city of 500,000 and now 
it has close to a million people. When 
I grew up there were fruit orchards and 
ranches, now it’s all suburbia; all homes 
and freeways.  I wouldn’t say my family was 
religious but I remember going to church 
every Sunday until I was about 15 or 16. I 
decided to make San Francisco my new home. 
The military was quite exciting; I retired 
out of the reserves after 22 years. 

I wasn’t exactly out in the military but I was definitely 
having sex. I was living with two guys, a couple, and 

GOOD EXPERIENCES
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we had an excellent arrangement! I never had to worry 
about dates! In the 70’s we had sex clubs 
and baths everywhere, I 
used to frequent the 
bathhouses quite often 
until they got shut 
down because of the 
AIDS epidemic…
everyone kind of 
went underground for 
a while. Being here 
since the 70s, I’ve 
seen this city morph 
quite a bit. You can have just as 
much fun now as you did back then, though. In the 
early 70’s everybody kind of knew everybody and the 
city felt like a small town. Once people discovered the 
West Coast, the city’s dynamics changed. There were 

fewer small bars and then, 
in the mid to late 80s, 
things started picking up 
again, and they glitzed up 
the bars, bars got bigger, 
and people started going 
out again. With the 90s 
came the big mega dance 
parties. Who knows where 
it will go…it just keeps 
changing.

I didn’t come out to 
my parents until the 
80s. I thought about 
it and thought about 
it for a long time 
because I had HIV. I 

thought, it wouldn’t be really too cool 
for them to get a phone call one day from 
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someone that just said your son’s dead. 
So, I took a big breath of courage and my 
lover and I drove up there on a vacation 
and I came out to my parents. Actually 
I came out to the whole family because 
everybody was there, and then I told them 
I had HIV.

Telling them was a relief for me, I’m sure they had a 
little bit of anxiety for a while but thanks to modern 
medicine and protease inhibitors…I’m still here. Every 
body was cool about it, my mother was probably the 
most affected by it, because, you know, I am her first 
born, and her son has a disease…. and he might die.  
So, it was probably hardest on her. 

I now live south of Market in a small studio 
and I live on disability.  I haven’t worked 
for the last 13 years and I just got a 
housing subsidy which is so wonderful for 
me, because I’ve been on the waiting list 
for eight years now. Everyone thinks 
there are all kinds of benefits for 
people who are positive, but the 
reality is that they are slim and 
few…that would be the best description. 
People say, “There’s housing” and there’s 
really not housing.  You’re on your own.  
There are a few board and 

care places, 
but those are 
for people who 
are very ill. 
I can get food 
from Project 
Open Hand’s 
food bank and 
evening meals 
from them 
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(thank goodness for that) and there’s a 
very small fund called the AIDS emergency 
fund that you can tap into once a year for 
up to ten years. Other than that though, 
there is really not much there, not as much 
as people think. 

I’ve heard people say, “If I turn HIV positive, I’ll get 
more benefits…” and really they have no idea what the 
story is all about. I think that myth started because in 
the 80s people were dying left and right, everywhere. 
So the city set up a lot of programs to make it a little bit 
easier when you became ill and were not able to take 
care of yourself and then you died. 

Now, with the protease inhibitors, those 
“model programs,” as they called them, 
are no longer available. With the current 
political administration (things may change 
after this last election) but for the last 
4 to 6 years it has been really tough. The 
money given for HIV/AIDS services on 
a yearly basis keeps getting slimmer 
and slimmer and so it’s tighter.

In the mid 80s speed came into the picture. My lover and I 
were living in the Haight, and he came home one day and 
said, “Well, look at this.  Let’s try this for an enhancer.”  I 
have to say, it really enhanced everything! He had been 
at the bars and somebody said, “Here, try this.” So he 
brought some speed home and it really made our 
togetherness even tighter, we had really good 
experiences partying together. We didn’t do it 
every day; I wouldn’t recommend doing it every day or 
even a few times a week. I would recommend using 
it as a treat… maybe once a week at the most. 
The reason I say that is because too much of 
a good thing can eventually wear on you. Most 
people probably know about dopamine and how speed 
affects your brain chemistry-the rollercoaster and all 
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that- so if you want to 
party with speed and 
have a good time then 
you have to be able to 
take care of yourself 
and your body so that 
you can come down 
and function again.
My lover and I learned 
from other people 
who partied that you 
have to drink a 
lot of fluids, and 
that you do not do 
speed in one big 
mass dose- you try a 
little bit at a time to see where your peak 
level would be, which is different for 
everybody. That’s why I don’t recommend 
you do this stuff by yourself, because 
it isn’t that much fun alone and there’s 

also a slight danger if you 
do it by yourself because 
you might go past that peak 
and then you’ve got no one 
there to support you. What 
happens with some people if 
they do too much, is that 
they start hallucinating, 
hearing voices and start 
doing odd things like 

taking things apart and putting them back 
together, scrubbing their house down, for 
me that really isn’t what partying is 
about. You’re supposed to enjoy yourself, 
you know?  

For me, crystal is mainly connected to sex. Other times 
I’d stay out dancing all night, drinking lots of liquids and 
having a good time.  It’s also important to have 
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good hygiene, dental hygiene 
specifically because what happens is 
your saliva picks up all those chemical 
properties that eat away at the enamel 
of your teeth. So when people tell you 
that their teeth turned rotten because of 
using speed, that can be true but they 
may have not done some things to help 
prevent that from happening: drinking 
lots of water and taking care of their teeth. We also 
learned that if we wanted to party into the next 
day, then we had to eat light foods and rest. If 
you’re going to be pumping away all night having sex or 
out dancing and partying – resting becomes essential 
you know? For me watermelon is a good food source: 
it’s full of liquids and it’s a good brain food! 

I would say 
my lover and 
I were pretty 
r e s p o n s i b l e , 
we had to be. 
I was still 
working in the 
reserves and 
he was waiting 
tables and had 
to keep it 
together so he 
could make his 
money, remember 
people’s orders 
at different tables. We would always 
coordinate our time together and we’d 
play with crystal sparingly, once a 
week…maybe twice if we pushed it. It 
is challenging to just keep it at once a 
week because the high is a very nice high 
and you can stretch it out and get your 
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money’s worth. I had friends that got 
used to that high instead of getting 
used to the whole experience, they 
got used to the high and got trapped 
in that, which is what you don’t want, 
you know? That’s why I recommend always 
doing it with somebody else, set some good 
base ground rules around it and use it as 
a fun experience that you can look forward 
to.

Things are much slower for me in my life now that 
I’m in my mid 50’s. Occasionally I’ll play with crystal 
maybe a couple times a month. When I felt my body 
take longer to recover and the coming down got a little 
harder than when I was younger, I began to taper down 
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on my use. I take my time and use crystal for 
special occasions and I’ve learned what good 
experiences I want to save my partying for. 
The temptation is always there to play with crystal more 
but as I’ve gotten older I have realized that it takes me 
longer to get myself back together and recover, so I 
want to keep my partying experiences positive. 
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Question: My boyfriend 
gets boils a lot, but refuses 
to go to the hospital.  He 
says that the medical staff 
would know he uses and 
would treat him differently.  
But even though they go 
away (like he insists they 
will!) he gets them A LOT 
and he is in so much pain!  
Is there anything I can do?

Answer by Tim C.

This is really a good question.  
First of all, let me explain 
what a boil is.  A boil, also 
known as a skin abscess, 
is a localized infection deep 
in the skin. It usually starts 
out as a tender, reddened 
area that over time becomes 
firm, hard, and more painful.  
This is the body trying to 
“seal off” and prevent the 
spread of the infection.  The 
body sends white blood cells 
through the blood stream to 
the abscess to fight off the 
infection.  The center of the 
abscess then softens as it 
fills with pus.  The pus is a 
byproduct of the white blood 
cells, bacteria, and certain 
proteins in the area. Finally, 
the pus forms a “head” which 
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can spontaneously drain out through the surface of the skin. 
But sometimes the abscess needs to be surgically opened 
(lanced) so that it can drain.

Now that being said, there are many things that can cause an 
abscess. Anything from an insect bite to an ingrown hair can 
cause one.  In short, any break in the skin has the potential to 
become infected and develop into an abscess so healthcare 
professionals really have no reason to jump to the conclusion 
that because you have an abscess you are an IV drug user. 
(Not that I am advocating lying to your doctor, but we will get 
to that in a moment when I cover “when you need to go to the 
doctor”. 

Treatment for the abscess

#1 Of course the best treatment is prevention.  In general 
terms that means good hygiene. You would be surprised how 
often good old fashioned soap and water combined with 
plenty of friction (rubbing vigorously) prevents the spread of 
infection.   Let me emphasize that slowly working up a lather 
with soap is not going to do the trick.  It is the friction, with 
lubrication (soap) that will really kill the germs.

#2 Always use a clean needle.  Clean the site well before 
injecting.  A lot of harm reduction centers offer classes on how 
to inject as safely as possible, I suggest that you take one of 
these classes.  Even if you know how to inject, a refresher 
course could not hurt and may help you get back the practice 
of safer injecting because some of us have gotten a little too 
casual about it.  

#3  This is a good practice for many reasons. Try to find a 
source that you trust so that your speed’s quality is consistent 
and has little or no cut in it. 

For home treatment of abscesses first of all let me say that I 
am ONLY talking about abscesses that form on the limbs or 
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trunk of the body.  

Any abscess that you notice near the NECK, FACIAL AREA, 
or GROIN AREA- GO SEE A DOCTOR!!!!! This is because 
other more serious types of abscesses may be forming.  But 
for abscesses on the arms, legs or trunk of the body try this 
treatment.  

• Hot water soaks.  The heat helps draw the infection to 
the surface of the skin, 
while the water 
softens the skin so 
when the abscess 
forms a head it can 
spontaneously drain 
out on its own. A tub 
of hot water (don’t 
burn yourself!) mixed 
with Epsom salts is 
excellent.  If you don’t 
have Epsom salts 
plain hot water is fine.  
Try to do this 4 times a 
day for 15-30 minutes 
each time.  If you can’t 
soak, apply a clean wet hot 
cloth (again, don’t burn yourself!) over the area.  
Wrap that in a towel or plastic bag to keep the heat in. 
Keep it on for about 15 minutes each time and do this 
every couple of hours.  

• DO NOT SQUEEZE THE ABSCESS!!!!  Allow the 
abscess to come to a head on it’s own.  Squeezing can 
release some of the infection back into your system 
and although it will seem like the abscess went away 
another one will form a little further away from the 
original a few days later.
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If while doing these treatments the abscess becomes more 
painful, really red and hot to the touch, or you develop a 
fever of any kind THEN IT’S TIME TO SEE A DOCTOR!  
Unfortunately there are types of infection (I am not going 
to go into the technical terms here) that can only be treated 
with medications and sometimes have to be lanced.  Go 
see a doctor or to a clinic where they can prescribe the kind 
of treatment for your infection.  Now personally, I feel that 
you should be honest with your doctor as to how you got 
this abscess for the simple reason that there may be a bad 
batch of speed out there that is causing these infections.  
If the health care professionals notice a pattern they report 
this to public health which can issue public health notices 
(like they do with heroin) and that benefits everyone.

Where to go to get help with an 
abscess in the Bay Area

Compiled by the speed project of SFAF, a harm reduction 
project for gay/bi/heteroflexible guys who party with speed. 
www.thoughtsonspeed.com  events line (415) 788-5433

San Francisco
The ISIS Clinic/ Wound and Abscess Drainage
Treatment 4C 
Where: San Francisco General Hospital, 1001 Potrero                

Avenue. 
When:  Monday thru Friday 8:00-4:00 PM. 
  (show up by 2PM to get seen) and 
  Saturday and Sunday 8AM-12PM (show up by   

 11AM to get seen) 

To make an appointment or to get more information, call 
them at (415) 206-8287.
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HPP Syringe Exchange 

Indoor sites with nurses or physician assistants who can
care for abscesses.  
Where: 117 Sixth Street (near Mission)
When:   Tuesdays 10AM-12 noon 
  Fridays 12 noon–2PM 

 Saturdays 3PM–5PM

Tom Waddell Health Center  
(showing up EARLY is best) 
Where: 50 Lech Walesa (Ivy) Street, San Francisco, CA
When:  Monday through Friday 8:30AM-6:30PM &
  Saturdays 8:30AM-5:00PM

 (Tuesdays they are closed from 12:30-2PM so   
 show up either before or after that) 
 415-355-7400

Maxine Hall Health Center Drop-In Clinic
Where:  1301 Pierce Street, San Francisco CA
When:  First come, First Served   Mon-Fri. 8AM

East Bay
NEED Needle Exchange Emergency Distribution
When:  Thursdays 6-8pm
Where:  Hearst Street & San Pablo Ave. (1 block north
  of University Ave.) 

HEPPAC Needle Exchange: 
Hot Meals, Anonymous HIV and Hep. C Testing, Wound/
Abscess Care & Treatment, Acupuncture & Herbal
Services, Harm Reduction Supplies
FRUITVALE DISTRICT East 12th St., & 23rd St. Located
in the Cul-de-sac, underneath the overpass.  Hours of
operation: 6pm - 8pm Bus Lines: 82, 82L, 62 
DEEP EAST OAKLAND 100th st. & Pearmain St. 
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Located between San Leandro Blvd. & Edes Ave., off 
98th Ave. Hours of operation: 6pm – 8pm Bus Lines: 
82 
WEST OAKLAND 8th St. & Pine St. Located three 
blocks from West Oakland BART Station Hours of 
operation: 10am – 12noon Three blocks from West 
Oakland BART Station 
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From www.crystalneon.org 

NEON is a program of Seattle Counseling Service. 
They provide information and services to gay and 

bisexual men who use methamphetamine to reduce 
health risks associated with use. Gay and bi men 
who use crystal are involved at all levels of our 

program, including Peer Education. a program of 
Seattle Counseling Services

METH and YOUR VEINS
If you inject, you know how important healthy veins 
are. But crystal meth can actually change and cause 
serious damage to your veins. Here’s how:

Crystal meth causes veins to tighten and 
shrink. So do tobacco, cocaine, soda pop, chocolate, 
coffee, and black tea. Each of these substances 
contains stimulants that send your body into action 
mode. Because your heart has to work harder, your 
veins actively shrink to squeeze more blood towards 
the heart. 

When veins shrink, they are harder to find, stick, and 
inject. This could lead to misses, vein damage, and 
abscesses. Smaller veins also restrict blood flow and 
increase blood pressure.

Crystal meth is a toxic chemical. It can burn 
and eat away at delicate vein tissue. With 
frequent injection, vein tissue becomes inflamed and 
breaks down. This can cause scarring, abscesses, 
and collapsed veins. The chemicals in crystal meth 
can also make abscesses worse if you skin pop or 
have a miss. 
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Tips for Happier, Healthier Veins

Between highs:

•	 The best way to protect your veins is to stop 
injecting crystal. If this is not a realistic option 
for you, try cutting back on your injection use. 
Give your veins extended breaks from those 
toxic chemicals and frequent puncture damage. 
Your veins will be sure to last longer that way.

•	 Good hydration is essential! Water is your 
best friend when it comes to veins! Drink at 
least 8 glasses each day. Fruit juice (100% 
juice, not juice “drinks”) and sports drinks like 
Gatorade are also good choices.

•	 Drink less coffee, caffeinated soda, and alcohol 
– these make your body lose more fluid than it 
takes in. 

•	 Cut down on cigarettes, especially 1-2 hours 
before getting high. Nicotine shrinks veins.

When getting high: 
Before you inject, try to make your veins expand as 
much as possible. When veins expand, or dilate, they 
are more visible. Veins you can see are easier and 
safer to hit. Dilated veins also allow more blood to 
flow, so your rush may feel smoother. 

Remember . . . if you are already high, your veins 
will be smaller than when you first shot up. So 
getting a good hit when you’re already tweaked is 
going to be more difficult than your first hit. 

So, before you inject – Pump Up Those Veins!!

•	 Use a tourniquet. If you don't have a rubber 
tourniquet, use a clean bandanna, necktie, or 
belt. 
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•	 Take a hot shower. Or place a hot, wet 
washcloth on the injection area for 5-10 
minutes. The temperature increase will help 
your veins expand and rise to the surface.

•	 Swing your arm around like a propeller.

•	 Do some push-ups. This is quick and really 
works!

Other vein care tips:

•	 Rotate your injection sites. Each time you 
shoot up, move at least one inch from your 
previous hit. Better yet, move to a different 
site altogether. Sticking to your favorite “know-
how-to-hit” spot is a sure way to cause that 
vein to scar or collapse. 

•	 Clean your injection area thoroughly with 
hot water and soap. Then wipe the site 
with a fresh alcohol pad. A good wash with 
soap followed by an alcohol pad will cut 
down on bacteria that can lead to abscesses, 
endocarditis, and other infections. 

Some of my veins are already damaged - will 
they heal? 
They can, if you give them a chance. First, stop 
injecting into damaged veins to avoid any more 
puncture trauma. You also want to give surrounding 
tissues a rest. You may be able to speed the healing 
process by rubbing Vitamin E oil or aloe vera gel on 
the damaged site each day. Many users swear by 
this, although it requires daily attention and a little 
patience. 

Vein or abscess problems? See the next article 
and the bay area resources for where to go for 
medical care for an abscess. 
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Art  and writing created at Zine parties
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Brutal Honesty, part II
continued from issue No. 2

by Elsie

Let’s see, where was I? Oh yeah, I discussed the pain killing 
effects. Well, this is pain killing effects part ii. Awhile ago, I was 
scheduled to move from the place I was living to another. I was 
invited to a meeting to discuss my move-in date and we agreed 
on one. I called a few days later to finalize it and was told the 
apartment wasn’t ready and would be called by the property 
manager when the apartment was ready. The day before I 
was to move in I still hadn’t heard anything and I called the 
subsidy manager and was told that I had been denied. A few 
weeks later I received the denial letter and found out that I 
had actually had been denied the day BEFORE the meeting we 
had discussing my move date and five days before the property 
manager (who was the person who denied me) told me the 
apartment wasn’t ready. They had actually been jerking me 
around the whole time.

I could have placed a grievance process against them and 
appealed but why?  

Who would want to live there after that? People said I should 
do all I could to shaft them. But the protective element of 
my addiction started in and painted the pain with a sense of 
apathy for which I am grateful. If I had to deal with all the 
pain that this world through at me I would be a cowering piece 
of human flesh after the last 30 years. This isn’t to say that I 
can’t deal with the pain that I have to. Friends that die I deal 
with. I grieve and I let them go. They mean enough to me that 
I do that. But situations like this don’t. So apathy is a good 
thing.

On to the next. Piers Anthony in some of his books discusses 
the difference between the world of magic and the regular 
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world as the world of magic and the MUNDANE world. This is 
the perfect description of the difference between speed and the 
regular world. On speed you do not notice the passage of time 
or feel the passage of it. BUT once you come down WHAM it 
passes sooooooo slowly and things take on such a mundanity. 
Nothing seems important. Everything seems so blah. You really 
can’t understand this unless you’ve been high. That’s the rub. 
I have tried and tried to get mundane people to “get” it and 
failed every time so that I have given up.  So to recap and clarify 
let me say-getting high eliminates the mundane- while coming 
down puts you into another type of time continuum um, um, um, 
almost to the point of ad nauseum um, um, um if you get my point.

So anyway, this is the fact of why I have continued after thirty 
years to shoot speed.
That and I still have a T-cell count of 319 and a viral load of 90 
and its all I do. And I don’t take meds. Never have. That and 
my doctor has not said categorically that I should quit. I am 
afraid that after all this time that it has become a vital bodily 
fluid.
You figure. If you can give me a good reason, write an article in 
this magazine to elsie the unquitting, and ill consider it.

Until then I remain,  
elsie the unquitting
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Speeding

Heading down the sidewalk too fast. 

Remembering Miss Langue; 

Let your body hang from your head, 

head strait, even parallel, you know?  

All of a sudden, arms swaying, 

my body floating across the surface of the earth, 

gliding, the air moving around my body, 

no shock, no awe. 

Forgetting to focus and tensing up again

 and speeding. 

Slowing down, 

relaxing again back and forth.

The block is long but I’m at the end of it,

the light just turned red 

and I come to a complete stop.

Reginald
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TRANCE 

Gays don’t really need straights unless they want to fuck, male or 
female. Straight people don’t need gay people unless they want their 
greatest fuck. Gay, straight, bi, transsexual, transgender and people 
of all ages, will come and work together to save lives. 

In some cases we come to one another for; love, money or way out where we find 
shelter. Coming down from your body to your brain and into the heart is harm 
reduction. One day we all should push against the sky and fall. 

We much about being harm, when harm was reduced after four 
days of not being alive. I realize that I didn’t have a big dick lying 
naked on the floor of a shooting gallery. My liver was in shock, 
kidneys lock-up, money gone and all I knew was that my body 
needed water. I had judged myself all my life, in death my body 
saved me, the moment some bitch gave me the stick filled with a 
downer instead of the fuel that was filling the lustful flesh of my head 
she saw me and said, “who are you?” The life we tell ourselves is 
a tale like “I want to get some.” I told myself I was alive, the dead 
walking. JC said, “roll over dickhead I’m popping out, isn’t it grand? 
And it’s bigger on the inside. We just got away from ourselves. Male 
of female there is no middle flesh. We are all a story. When I was 
dieing, her nickname was JC still remember when I sleep. I do not 
know why she picked me, she didn’t do drugs, the day we met. I 
didn’t think he was pretty or cute, but she said three words to me 
actually four; moment, worship, love and you. She looked and said 
“what’s up?” I said “Switch.” She spoke and said, “Get the fuck up, 
the true sound of life came.” 

Even before we worship, we became powerful over a secret, 
what we kept hidden and taking right or wrong we had 
fucked the wrong god. We had tried to put history, a stupid 
book, money, hatred, knowledge and our life; moreover our 
love-life, our style, forever. The stuff we try to destroy made 
a weapon against the true music of a voice together we are 
ever more. 
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Down south in 1985, there was this huge unknown explosion from 
LA to San Diego, 33 million in the gay love. San Francisco was the 
town we wanted to live in one day. I was in the navy, I explored 
waiting everything, and I invented everything I saw until JC, the 
original kid, she saw everything else. One night this trick had his 
pants down, his (??) was on a tag team melody from a distance I 
saw a wanna be hustler grab his wallet. The hustler would sell you 
anything for a price even if it killed you, but we were cruising the 
cruiser, kings of the walk and still on top, that’s when I became DJ 
X. 

The cruised is what the other side did. JC called me X, I grew 
and became a leader and moved into the park. We had our 
whole house stashed up on a tree at 110 feet, we would 
even get high. Every officer, police, cop, park, ranger, 
clean-up person, hated us but we learned with them, some 
became a bit off our backside. If don’t show me your love I 
will not show you my love. 

Kids that’s what X called them all if he gave you a name with kid in 
front, you were cool, god given. Klub kid meant you were young in 
heart, old in heart, never ending your truth was all the secrets you 
know, we hold on to man truths, are experiments of history was 
brutal upon us taking its toll to the bell tower of our hope. 

When kid silk rolled on the park sportin’ water balloons; a fourteen 
your olds idea of a pair of tits, X put the young him fresh off the 
bus, tough, garden house monster, bottom bitch waiting to happen. 
She was just under age according to mans law, she would have to go 
through JC, silk eye bored in on X, and JC flipped a switch, “you’re 
on our turf!” in less then two hours JC read her the riot on older 
men and their wrecked family, she just couldn’t get into any car. X 
turn her, now she’s a devil worshiper with a Jewish star on his table. 
Silk had to leave the pine grove picnic tables and became a five 
hundred dollar show up, JC said a newspaper was the safest way in 
and out another classified hook-up line them up JC said. 

JC had X booked a male, female her eye were stars, as X was 
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laying on the beautiful breast she felt him breathing. She 
knew X was going to shed some blood, there was this man 
he was tracking, a guy who was stalking gay people and 
hurting everyone. JC said “don’t worry my love” we will get 
him together, that everyone who would be safe. In Balboa 
everyone is careful at night; go with someone you know, 
don’t do drugs unless you live in the park, the picnic area is 
where you get laid and redwood circle is the hook-up. The 
night JC and Kid Glitter were selling Chris-tina in the circle 
Glitter got jumped for the dope, JC was screaming bloody 
murder for him. X was on the other side of the park, he had 
found an empty truck that belonged to the dude he was 
tracking. And it doesn’t matter what happened or who was 
hurt and if they died, we all die inside at some purpose, to 
find other paths always in love, god will take you to your 
grave and the ones that go out to hurt people, god take them 
down slowly. After than night X and JC finally got leave the 
park, JC said, “time to Hotel Hop,” and X asked, “will you 
stay?” and JC said, ”I’m running this stuff.”

X got his start dancing he thought he knew everything from dance 
to the record, spinning, doing rails, hookin and anything he touched 
turned to wax, he invented lingo; tops, rack, deck, neighbors and 
from Seattle to Mexico he spun. JC was his check back, JC there 
are no bridges that burn just bathroom that cross, places and things 
she said. Kid Silk is flamboyant bitches and always getting into cards 
with straight men who were curious, until X screamed at her about 
how she couldn’t be touched and she was hurting more than herself 
with a father, wife and children with cops in the middle she threw a 
roach at X and left the grove, she was going to LA, X didn’t care, JC 
was pissed drawing up another shot for Kid Timi he said to himself 
first one in last one out and his clue and greatest thing about a clue, 
is catching the mix, Kid Timi was a blast no fear walking good kid, 
but he needed some rest, so sugar boy X puts some cola soda in the 
outfit, rest easy candy bar your two seconds away from another walk, 
king of the cruise, two hours later he got some rest and three fays in 
the local lock up, daily life along the balboa loop. The night Timi’s 
scream broke up the trance X floored the sound, Kid Timi hauled 
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ass out of the bush, his life was saved for another day. X found 
another clue, he just missed JC said let him go. When X opened 
his eyes all he lost was his idea and ID or both, but the bastard got 
away, JC said we’re running La Express, TV heaven 100000 show 
up back track’em and take them down, X called them his sting rays, 
straight girls were just the bait. JC and X for ever and watch the style 
turn. JC was the greatest in bed she wasn’t a TV not some drug box 
that people look at, cut that big fucker off and your life will change. 
X knew and told JC if we tried hard enough one love can change us 
X stop killing and JC turned female in front of his eyes. 

This empty car in the park kept coming back to him, he 
saw a hand made sign, that said someone was looking for 
information concerning that murder of their gay brother. 
When JC whispered into X’s ear and said they were 
connected X broke loose, X warship, his lover and defender, 
the she/he smart little sound in his heart and the greatest 
body in bed, true stereo not some TV box, looking at you 
with voices in your head. 

Kid Glitter was on the hill, the hump; a sliding hill where at one 
end the car tricks would turn into and drive through looking for 
body, flesh or company, they always found their companion, the 
symbol X put on Glitters’ face a heart with two X’s on the inside the 
reflection was two kissed one for each check forever faith to love, 
flesh or walk. Glitter was claimed a future TV seventeen, Mexican 
American, and a big dick crowned, saving up her snaps to get her 
work done in TJ. X called the place the plazalita, one thousand 
dollars clean. The social club he was taking her in was young and 
sexy the silver glitter painted symbol on her face meant no rough 
stuff or her provider would track you down. 

The mark was JC’s original tag on X. Those two started in the 
rainbow room and X walked in and saw kid bishop sportin’ a 
monastery of sound Tee and X left that bunch of crams, the 
kids were on chicken, X spent all night in some sports cars 
cruising all night with some bitch that she was rich enough 
to get X to fuck her lights out for free. 
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X was into too much stuff that he called crap shit was everywhere 
from the mile of cars up the coast to the space needle and across the 
west. When JC hit X upside the face in tears she said to him, “we 
were the dry cleaners, what are you doing?” 

That year, 1994, she left to run La Express X got busted at the 
plaza and left the old Vennia café and went deep into the 
Centers for Disease Control, the 14th street warehouse got 
crack into which was his dance hall, head waters and hung 
out, he was gone from the people, four years of a hidden 
investment…JC cried the whole way. 

To be continued….
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Don’t Quit

When things go wrong, as they sometimes will, 
When the road you’re trudging seems all uphill, 
When the funds are low and the debts are high, 
And you want to smile, but have to sigh, 
When care is pressing you down a bit, 
Rest, you must but don’t you quit. 

Life is odd with its twists and turns, 
As every one of us sometimes learns, 
And many a failure turns about
When you might have won had you stuck it out
Don’t give up, though the pace seems slow
You may succeed with another blow. 

Often the goal is nearer than
It seems to a faint and faltering person
Often the struggler has given up
When you might have captured the victor’s cup
And you learned too late, when the night slipped down, 
How close you were to the golden crown. 

Success is failure turned inside out
The silver tint of the clouds in doubt, 
And you can never tell how close you are, 
It may be near when it seems afar, 
So stick to the fight when you’re hardest hit
It’s when things seem worse that you won’t quit. 

Ms. Tomás
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REMINDER:

- When God Flip’s The Script -

Any and everything is possible
Not only does he change you, 

But he also changes everything, 
That surrounds you. 

He does not just make a few changes
The script is completely rewritten. 

So Baby! Look out! 
You are on your way, 

To a bigger and brighter day.

- When God Flip’s The Script -

A star is born. 

Ms. Tomás
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My Daily Guides to 
Richer Living: 7 ways

By Ms. Tomás

- The Unexpressed Self - 

Life-long habits of wrong 
Thinking can be consciously 
And deliberately neutralized. 

- Purpose, Power, Passion - 

It is through the revelation 
Of the self, to the self, that

One understands life. 

- Clearing the Deck - 

Life is a mirror, reflecting
To us as conditions the images

Of our thinking. 

- Living with Ease - 

We should expect the best, 
And so live that the best
May become part of our

Experience. 
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Be patient with all that is 
Unresolved in your heart. 
Try to love the questions

Themselves. 

- Uncharted Territory - 

When one is a stranger to oneself, 
Then one is estranged from others. 

- Never Give Up - 

I surrender myself to God
Without any conditions or reservations

We are not to be ashamed of
Our trust in God.  
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Go Bananas!

-Banana Smoothie-

Puree 1 small frozen banana, sliced.
2/3 cup vanilla fat free yogurt
1/3 cup ice cubes
½ a teaspoon reduced fat peanut butter

-Crunchy Banana Pops-

Cut 1 medium banana in half crosswise
Insert an ice cream stick into each cot end
Freeze until firm.

Coat each piece with 1 tablespoon of honey
Then 2 tablespoons of wheat germ

Freeze until the coating is solid

Ms. Tomas

RECIPES!
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Creamy orange Shake

1 cup ice cubes
1 cup orange sherbet
1 cup sugar-free fat-free vanilla frozen yogurt
1 cup fat-free milk
2 tablespoons thawed orange juice concentrate

1. crush the ice cubes in a blender (or place 
them in a bag and crush them with the 
bottom of a heavy skillet and place in the 
blender)

2. Add the sherbet, frozen yogurt, milk and 
orange jucie concentrate, puree until 
smooth.  

3. Pour into 4 glasses and serve at once

Ms. Tomas

Sweet Treat In Two Minutes

2 medium bananas
1 teaspoon unsalted butter
2 tablespoons packed brown sugar
2 tablespoons water
1 teaspoon instant coffee powder
¼ cup fat free sour cream
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2 tablespoons mascarpone cheese or cream 
cheese
½ teaspoon unsweetened cocoa powder

1. Split each banana lengthwise (for medium 
bananas cut each piece again in half 
crosswise)

2. Melt the butter in a large non stick skillet 
over medium high heat.  Add the brown 
sugar, water, and the coffee powder. Stir 
until smooth.  Stir in the bananas.  Heat 
and cook bananas occasionally until 
heated. 

3. Meanwhile, to make the topping, combine 
the sour cream and cheese in a bowl, 
beating with a whisk until smooth.

4. Divide the bananas between 2 dessert 
plates and spoon a dollop of topping over 
each serving.  

Ms. Tomas
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My Version of the Serenity Prayer

Living one day at a time;

Enjoying one moment at 

a time

Accepting hardships as the 

pathway to peace;

Taking, as he did this sinful 

world as it is, not as I would 

have it to be.

Trusting that he will make 

all things right if I surrender

to his will;

That I may be reasonably happy

 in this life

And supremely happy with 

him forever into the next.

Ms. Tomas

-2006-
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SF BUMP INTERVIEW w/ Rob Guzman
Peer Educator: I’m T and I’m a Peer Educator for the Speed Project 

at the San Francisco AIDS Foundation. I’d like to ask you a couple of 

questions. What is the BUMP study about? 

Rob Guzman: The BUMP study is a biomedical intervention trial of 

the drug called Bupropion, which is also known as Wellbutrin and also 

known as Zyban.  The study is for men who have sex with men that are 

meth dependent, which means they have to meet a very specific criteria 

of how much they use meth and the impact it has on their life to be 

considered dependent. So what we’re doing in this study is randomizing 

people to receive the study drug or placebo and.   This is a small study 

so we will not be able to determine efficacy in other words we won’t 

know by the end of it whether or not the people that got the drug versus 

the placebo reduced their meth use, reduced their sexual risk behavior 

or anything like that but it is a sort of 

preliminary study that will help us 

understand if this is something we can 

try to do in a larger trial and if there are 

no major problems with this phase of 

the study then we can try to apply to get 

funding for a larger study that would tell 

us whether or not this drug helps people 

get off meth or reduce their meth use and consequently their high risk 

sexual behavior that can be associated with meth use. 

Peer Educator: Ok and how long is the study for? 
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Rob Guzman: It will probably go for close to another year but for 

people who take part in the study they’ll have a couple of initial visits but 

once they enroll it’s 12 weekly visits and then they are done and there is 

no long term follow up.

Peer Educator: Ok and what does Wellbutrin do? 

Rob Guzman: They sort of don’t completely understand how it works, 

even for depression which is what it has been approved for. It is also 

approved to treat nicotine 

addiction from smoking but 

there is some evidence based 

on anecdotal information and 

animal studies that it may 

work on the same receptor in 

the brain as meth does. When 

you are on meth it increases 

the amount of dopamine in 

your brain and that of course 

is what makes you feel good 

and euphoric and it may be 

that Wellbutrin works to 

somewhat counteract that. 

Basically when they have given 

rats Wellbutrin and they have allowed the rats to self administer meth, 

they self administered less meth while taking Wellbutrin. So that leads us 

to believe that there might be some biological reason that it might work 

to reduce meth use and I think it may be that since we also know that it 

works for smoking (we know they are totally different drugs) but there is 

some evidence that it may impact meth addiction or meth dependence. 
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Peer Educator: So 

in this study, this is 

the only medication 

that is being used? 

Rob Guzman: Yes 

and in this study actually two thirds of the people will get Wellbutrin and 

one third will get the placebo.

Peer Educator: Why is it being given to guys who use crystal?

Rob Guzman: What a lot of guys who use meth tell us is that when they 

use crystal even though they may be very committed to staying safe or 

protecting their health or trying not to get or transmit HIV, that all that 

goes out the window and that sex becomes something very different and 

their inhibitions are lessened.  We know from studies where we look at 

risk behavior it tends to be 2 to 3 times higher among guys who use meth. 

So guys who use crystal if they are negative initially, they are 2 to 3 times 

more likely to get infected over time compared to guys who do not use 

meth at all and that is true for people are infrequent users as it is true for 

people that are more frequent users.

Peer Educator: How would it work to reduce someone’s use if they are 

seeking that? 

Rob Guzman: Well we hope that the drug somehow has an impact on 
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their brain that makes a person have less cravings for meth and that if 

they have already sort of made somewhat of a decision that they want 

to reduce their meth use that the presence of this chemical in their body 

makes 

them 

naturally reduce their meth use. Again though this is all theoretical 

and that is ultimately what we want to test out. The important point is 

that people who are definitely seeking treatment and want treatment 

right now then this really isn’t the best option for them because this is 

something for people that want to decrease their use.  If somebody feels 

that it is really at the critical point and they want to go into something 

that has been proven more effective, like an inpatient or outpatient 

program that’s available now, that might be a better option for some 

people. People in this study do get counseling, they do get referrals to 

treatment, they get drug and sexual risk reduction counseling and they 

get that, I believe, at every visit. 

Peer Educator: If I would want to enroll, what would be the process?

Rob Guzman: You would call our study line number at 415 554 9013 
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and just say that you are interested in the BUMP study because we do 

a number of studies here and it helps the counselors that talk to people 

here figure out which study to screen them on. “Then we ask you 
a number of questions. If a person meets a certain 
enrollment criteria then they can get scheduled 
for a screening visit.  There are two screening 
visits, and if they meet the more strict eligibility 
criteria and their blood measures on various things 
fall within certain parameters then they can be 
enrolled in the study. 

Peer Educator: Do I have to be clean and sober or can I be actively 

using? 

Rob Guzman: You can’t be clean and sober because you have to be 

considered meth dependent. As we 

know though, a lot of people can 

go back to using so this could be 

for someone who has relapsed 

and wants to try something 

different and potentially this 

could work for them. Again I 

cannot emphasize enough 

that people should not go 

into this study thinking that, 

“oh, this is definitely going 

to work for me,” or “this is 

a known efficacious drug,” 

because we cannot say 

that and they could end up 
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getting a placebo anyway. If they agree to enroll they have to be able 

to stick with the 12 weeks and visits and taking the study’s drug, whether 

or not they think they got the placebo and that is really critical. 

Peer Educator: What would happen if while I’m in the middle of the 

study, I want to drop out? 

Rob Guzman: People can drop out anytime, that is just a right that 

research participants have. Of course we do try to get people that initially 

feel like they really can make the commitment because once somebody 

is enrolled in this study, and we’re only looking for 30 people, that one 

person counts. For example, if that one person enrolls and they never 

show up again they count basically as much as somebody that came all 

12 times and so that hurts our ability to get any meaningful data in the 

study. So we really encourage people to come to their visits and if they 

miss one weekly visit, they should not feel bad and they can come back 

and make every effort to try to come to all future visits. We will not 
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make them feel bad about missing that one visit and they will still get 

reimbursed for each visit. 

Peer Educator: Do I have to be HIV negative or positive?

Rob Guzman: You can be positive or negative but at this point people 

that are on anti-retroviral medications, since this is a new drug that we 

are testing out we want to minimize potential side effects with other 

drugs and things like that. So, ultimately if you are HIV positive and 

you are on anti-retrovirals then it may not be a good idea for you to be 

involved in this study. 

Peer Educator: How will I know if I did receive the drug or some 

placebo?

Rob Guzman: Ideally, there would be no way to know until the end of 

the study. Once the study is totally done then participants will have the 

option to find out whether they got the drug or placebo.

 

Peer Educator: What about side effects?

Rob Guzman: So the major side effects are headache, nausea and dry 

mouth and in earlier studies of the drug those things were slightly more 

prevalent or equally prevalent in the placebo group too. It’s common for 

people to get headaches. 

Peer Educator: If I attend a drug treatment program (abstinence or 

harm reduction based) am I still eligible? 

Rob Guzman: That might be one of those things that people just need 
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to call in and it will be dealt with on a case by case basis. Some of these 

things too…we cannot totally give away the criteria for eligibility. So 

basically people are not definitely excluded if they are attending a drug 

treatment program, it just depends on the specifics of the drug treatment 

program. Certainly if somebody is in an inpatient treatment facility and 

they cannot make it to the study visits then we cannot enroll them until 

they are in a space where they can come to the visits. 

Peer Educator: How is the stipend being distributed? 

Rob Guzman: It is cash and it’s given at the end of each of the visits, 

although one of the visits is split into two parts so they actually get it at 

the end of the second part. 
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Letters from Speedometer Readers 
(Send yours in by email or drop them by!)

Hey Speedometer,
This is just a note from a friendly neighborhood case 
manager.  I am writing in hopes of getting a better 
understanding of speed/meth and those who use it. 
Most importantly this note is to let readers know that 
I am here for you.

As a case manager, it is my job to provide services 
to you.  Sometimes it is difficult to serve you when 
you come in tweaking. Your many thoughts seem to 
end up being one long run on sentence.  Then just 
when I’m on track with what’s going on, you change 
the subject.  When I try to ask a question, you won’t 
let me speak.  So I listen and I learn.

It is important to me that you are heard. I may not 
be able to do a damn thing about your issues but I 
can listen.  As I listen, I am thinking, “I hope he/she 
follows up soon.” Once you’re finished talking you 
are out the door until the next crisis. (approximately 
30 days). My message. Please follow up with us case 
managers and use us as a natural resource.

M.L. King
Tenderloin Health
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H e y  G u y s  –
Hope you are enjoying the Zine. 
This next article is an article that 
the Speed Project  outreach team 
thought would be helpful. We hope 
you find it enjoyable and useful.  

We welcome your contributions 
for Shooters Corner, community 
interviews, or other cool articles. All 
the instruction to submit stuff is at 
the beginning of the Zine, or call us 
at 415-788-5433 and we can talk 
about getting it together.
  
Thanks and happy reading.
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This article is from NEON.  NEON is a program 
of Seattle Counseling Service. Neon provides 
information and services to gay and bisexual 
men who use methamphetamine to reduce 
health risks associated with use. Gay and bi 
men who use crystal are involved at all levels 
of our program, including Peer Education.

Meth and your Body  

The body reacts to crystal meth the same way it re-
acts to danger. Crystal floods the body with adrena-
line--the same hormone that prepares it for emer-

gencies. Adrenaline gives a super-charge of strength 
and endurance so the body can deal with danger and 
injury. The effects of crystal are easier to understand 
if you think of them as the body’s strategy for self-

defense. 

The Brain and the Nervous System

•	 To change the way a person thinks, feels, and 
sees, crystal meth must first pass through the 
blood-brain barrier (BBB). 

•	 When crystal crosses the BBB, several brain 
chemicals called neurotransmitters are 
released into the bloodstream.

•	 Neurotransmitters send "emergency alert" 
messages to the heart, the digestive system, 
the kidneys, the lungs and the glands that 
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make the body's hormones. 

The job of the nervous system is to carry messages 
from your brain to the rest of your body. When you 
use crystal, your nervous system shifts into high 
gear. The brain floods your body with “danger” 
messages. Your body responds immediately to what 
it thinks is a threat. It prepares to fight or to run 
away. Common body responses to perceived danger 
include:

•	 Pupils get larger to let in more light.

•	 Hair stands on end ("getting goose bumps").

•	 Blood vessels just under the skin constrict.

•	 Body temperature goes up

Concerns of regular, long-term crystal use

•	 Stores of neurotransmitters get depleted.

•	 Paranoia and anxiety become more frequent 
and last longer.

•	 Psychosis develops from too much dopamine, 
norepinephrine and lack of sleep.

•	 Blocked blood vessels within the brain can lead 
to increased chances of stroke

 

HOW DOES ALL THIS WORK? 
Don’t be confused. The blood-brain barrier (BBB) is 
not a concrete roadblock. It is a sleeve-like filter of 
tightly packed fat cells. This “sleeve” lines the inside 
wall of the tiny blood vessels (capillaries) that carry 
fresh blood to the brain.

•	 What does the BBB do? Two of its most 
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important functions 
are (1) to protect the 
brain from germs, 
and (2) to act as the 
gateway to the central 
nervous system. All 
psychoactive drugs 
(those that change the 
way we think, feel and 
see) cross the BBB.

•	 What's on 
the other side of 
the BBB? Millions of 
neurons (nerve cells). 
Neurons produce, 
store up, and release 
neurotransmitters.

•	 What is a neurotransmitter? Neurotransmitters 
are chemicals that allow nerves in the 
brain and body to “talk” to each other. 
Neurotransmitters carry messages from the 
brain out to the tissues, glands and organs of 
the body. They also carry messages from the 
body back to the brain. 
For example, you have an itch on your knee. 
Your knee sends a message to your brain. The 
brain sends a message to your hand telling it 
to scratch the itch. Neurotransmitters carry 
these messages. In a way, they unite the brain 
and the rest of the body into one functioning 
unit.

•	 How does crystal work? Crystal looks and 
acts like a neurotransmitter. That’s why 
neurons absorb the drug. When nerve cells 
soak up crystal, the natural neurotransmitters 
are pushed out and replaced. When these 
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chemicals get pushed out of the nerve cells, 
they are released into the bloodstream. Once 
released, neurotransmitters start “talking” to 
the rest of the body. We might say that crystal 
ups the volume of the conversation from a 
whisper to a scream.

Three neurotransmitters play a big part in how 
crystal affects the mind and body.

Dopamine gives a sense of reward and pleasure. 
It is also associated with body movement. Too little 
dopamine causes paralysis or a Parkinson’s-like 
tremors and rigidity. Too much dopamine and a 
person can become paranoid, hear voices and get 
twisted thoughts. Sound familiar? 
Serotonin is involved in sleep and sensory 
perception. It plays a role in depression, sex and 
regulating body temperature. Serotonin is involved 
with many emotional disorders like schizophrenia, 
phobias, super-aggressive states and obsessive-
compulsive behavior. 
Too much serotonin 
can make it difficult (or 
impossible) to have an 
orgasm. 
Norepinephrine 
increases alertness and 
concentration. It helps 
kill pain and regulates 
blood pressure. Basic 
instincts like hunger, 
thirst and sex can be 
triggered by release 
of norepinephrine. Too 
much norepinephrine 
contributes to crystal 
dick.
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Dental and Oral Health 
Teeth and gums need blood to stay healthy. Crystal 
causes the vessels that supply blood to oral tissues 
to shrink up. 

•	 Reduced blood supply causes tissues to break 
down.

•	 With repeated shrinking, the blood vessels 
don't recover and tissues die.

•	 Crystal also causes dry mouth. Saliva 
neutralizes acids in the mouth. Less saliva 
means more acid. Acids eat away at the 
minerals in tooth enamel and cause holes or 
weak spots that turn into cavities.

Concerns

•	 Tooth decay

•	 Gum problems

•	 Bone loss

•	 Tooth loss

Oral Health Tips

•	 Brush and floss your teeth on a regular basis. 
Brushing and flossing get rid of bacteria that 
feed on sugars in the mouth. When bacteria 
eat sugars, they secrete acid. More acid means 
more tooth and gum decay.

•	 Oral sex is more risky when gums or teeth are 
not healthy. Bleeding gums, sores, or loose 
teeth can create perfect openings for HIV to 
get into your bloodstream. Other STDs like 
syphilis, gonorrhea, and herpes can also be 
spread this way. Therefore, it's best to use a 
condom when you give head.
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Respiratory System (Lungs) 
Lungs transfer oxygen from the outside air to the 
bloodstream. Blood carries oxygen to every cell and 
tissue in the body. Cells need a constant supply of 
oxygen and nutrients to make energy. 

•	 Crystal relaxes air passages and opens them 
up.

•	 This increases the intake of oxygen so that the 
body can fight harder or run faster. 

Concerns

•	 Materials used to cut crystal can block blood 
vessels in the lungs.

•	 Long term use can permanently reduce the 
amount of air the lungs can take in. 

Circulatory System - Heart _ Blood _ Veins _ 
Arteries 
Arteries pump fresh blood, oxygen, nutrients, and 
drugs out from the heart to the brain and body. After 
the fresh blood nourishes the muscles and organs 
of the body, veins collect the “tired” blood and carry 
it back to the heart. When crystal is injected into 
a vein it travels to the heart. The heart pumps the 
blood (and drugs) to other parts of the body through 
the system of arteries. The “rush” and “high” begin 
when the drug reaches the brain. This takes 15 - 30 
seconds. 

•	 The heart beats faster and harder.

•	 Veins and arteries constrict (get skinnier).

•	 Skinnier veins and arteries reduce blood flow 
and increase blood pressure.

•	 The blood clots more easily to stop bleeding. 
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(Your body thinks it might be hurt.)

Concerns

•	 Heart beat gets out of rhythm.

•	 High blood pressure can lead to increased risk 
of heart attack.

•	 Germs (from injecting) can infect the lining of 
the heart (endocarditis).

Liver 
The liver is the body’s largest internal organ. Along 
with the kidneys, the liver clears the blood of drugs 
and poisons that might otherwise build up in the 
body.

•	 The liver breaks 
crystal down into 
simpler chemicals so 
they can be excreted. 
Each time blood 
circulates through the 
liver, it breaks down 
more of the drug.

Concerns

•	 Crystal competes 
with other drugs to 
get broken down in 
the liver.

•	 The liver cannot 
break down that 
overload of toxic 
substances that 
build up in the 
bloodstream. 
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•	 This leads to 
dangerous drug 
interactions 
and stimulant 
overdose.

•	 Overdose can 
mean a sudden 
and dangerous 
increase in blood 
pressure causing 
a severe lack of 
oxygen and blood 
to the brain.

•	 Body temperature 
can go up to 
dangerous levels. Sweating (which cools the 
body down) sometimes does not happen in 
stimulant overdose.

•	 User could see spots (due to pressure on the 
nerves of eye) or pass out. Chances of heart 
attack, stroke, or coma go up.

Healthy Liver Tip

•	 Injectors who share needles or works (cookers, 
cotton, water, spoons, tourniquets, surfaces 
you prepare your shot on) can also get 
hepatitis C, a serious and chronic inflammation 
of the liver. Hepatitis C and cause liver cancer 
and cirrhosis. Never share needles, cookers, 
water, or cottons.

Kidneys 
The kidneys filter the blood and get rid of fluid 
wastes through urine. Crystal is filtered by, then 
excreted through the kidneys. Kidneys also balance 
the acid level in your body’s fluids.
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Concerns

•	 Crystal constricts blood vessels in the kidneys.

•	 With less blood flow, the kidneys produce less 
urine. Toxic wastes get recycled back into the 
bloodstream.

•	 When toxic blood reaches the brain, you can 
get headaches and suffer confusion.

•	 Urine becomes very concentrated and sits 
in the bladder. This can result in bladder 
infections. Kidneys can get inflamed.

Digestive System (Stomach) 
The digestive system breaks down nutrients into 
simpler chemicals. The body uses these chemicals 
for energy and to build and repair cells and tissues.

•	 Crystal slows down or stops the movement of 
the digestive tract.

•	 This slows the breakdown of food and 
nutrients.

•	 Appetite and thirst decrease.

Concerns

•	 Constipation

•	 Diarrhea

•	 Malnutrition, anorexia, weight loss

•	 Cramping

•	 Dehydration, dry mouth

CRYSTAL & SEX 
When it comes to sex, crystal is a drug of 
contradictions. Some men use crystal to boost their 
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sex drive, 
prolong sex 
play and delay 
orgasm. But 
many men also 
experience 
“crystal dick” 
(can’t keep a 
hard-on). For 
guys who do 
keep hard, the 
delay of orgasm 
can last too long 
and become 
painful. The 
sexual effects 
of crystal are 
probably related 
to the way 
hormones and 

neurotransmitters - two types of body chemicals - 
interact with each other. 

Generally speaking, sexually charged images, 
thoughts and places cause the body to produce 
sex hormones--chemicals that increase sexual 
arousal and excitement. Crystal on the other 
hand, causes the release of neurotransmitters--
nervous system chemicals that boost energy and 
concentration. If a person uses crystal in a sexually 
charged environment, neurotransmitters combine 
with sex hormones to boost sexual arousal and 
performance. But over the course of a high, levels of 
these chemicals shift and change. The result is not 
always ideal. High levels of certain neurotransmitters 
actually impede arousal and performance. The result 
is crystal dick and delayed orgasm. 
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Concerns:

•	 Almost half (47%) of gay or bisexual men in 
Washington State who inject crystal have HIV 
or AIDS.

•	 Crystal dick makes it more likely that a man 
will take the role of "bottom" (receptive anal 
partner). The bottom is at higher risk for 
HIV, other viral infections, bacterial infections 
and tissue damage. That's why condoms are 
recommended for anal sex.

•	 Through prolonged sexual activity, tissues of 
the penis, anus and throat can get damaged. If 
damaged tissue is exposed to blood or semen, 
it's much easier for HIV or other harmful 
organisms to enter the body. 

•	 Some men become dependent on crystal and 
can no longer have sex without it. 

•	 In spite of having "hot sex" while using crystal, 
many men end up feeling socially isolated, 
disconnected, distrustful and empty. 
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Well, most of you have probably heard of Dear Abby… but you 

haven’t really lived until you have “met” Dr. Dick, Seattle’s 

guru of sexual health. Dr. Dick has had a regular column 

in AmphetaZINE for the past five years. His knowledge 

about sexually transmitted diseases, especially as they 

relate to crystal, transcends the boundaries of mortal man.  

AmphetaZine is a publication of crystalneon.  It is an awesome 

zine available online at www.crystalneon.org 

NEON is a program of Seattle Counseling Service. They provide 

information and services to gay and bisexual men who use 

methamphetamine to reduce health risks associated with use. 

Gay and bi men who use crystal are involved at all levels of 

our program, including Peer Education. a program of Seattle 

Counseling Services

Dear Dr. Dick — 
A man that I fuck (and get fucked by) for hours 
at a time just told me that he has genital warts 
in his butt. I didn’t know you could get them 
there, and I’m not sure what the problem is if 
you do. What’s up with warts? 
Marathon Man

Dear Man, 
This is such an important issue. I’m glad you asked 
about it. Again I was forced to go to the experts to 
get the best information on what are sometimes 

DEAR DR. DICK
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called “the other speed 
bumps.” 

Here are some of the 
main points:

You don’t have to 
have anal sex to 
get anal warts, also 
known as HPV (Human 
PapillomaVirus).

The warts can be on 
your dick, butt, balls, 
upper thighs or on your 
lips and mouth.

HIV+ people are more likely to get pre-cancerous or 
cancerous skin changes or growths on their anus.

Once you are infected with warts you will have the 
virus in your system for the rest of your life. The 
warts, however, can and should be removed as soon 
as you see them.

The signs you should look for if you are afraid you 
have warts are: 

•	 Bleeding and itching from your anus.

•	 Anything that is on your genitals that is new, like bumps 

or skin that looks “funny.”

•	 As one local youth put it, “It’s like when you look down 
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at your dick and it looks like you dropped some rice 

krispies on it and they got stuck.”

Unfortunately, many people have warts and don’t 
know it. Sometimes they are hard to see, especially 
if they are inside the body. 

To best protect yourself from warts and the threat of 
cancer, the experts recommend: 

•	 All men who have signs of anal or genital warts or have 

had unprotected anal sex should get what is called an 

anoscopy. An anoscopy is when you have a device put 

up your butt to look for anything that may be unhealthy. 

The device used is called an anoscope. The best way to 

look at Uranus is with a telescope, but the best way to 

look at your anus is with an anoscope.

•	 All HIV+ gay or bisexual men should get an anoscopy 

once a year or when they have symptoms.
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REMEMBER: You won’t always have warts that you 
can see, but you still can be infected and infectious. 
Condoms will protect you on the parts of the body 
that they cover, but that does not include everything. 
Doctors won’t always volunteer to do the anoscope 
thing — some Doctors are buttphobic. You must be a 
good consumer and ask for an anoscopy. And as the 
old story goes, the Doctor may feel more appreciated 
while doing the anoscopy if you have a bouquet of 
flowers and a nice note waiting up there for her/him. 

STD testing and treatment in SF

SF City Clinic 

356 7th Street between Folsom/Harrison  

Drop In Hours

8:00AM - 4:00PM Monday, Wednesday, Friday

1:00PM - 6:00PM Tuesday

1:00 - 4:00 Thursday

http://www.dph.sf.ca.us/sfcityclinic/

 415-487-5500 

Magnet 

4122 18th street 

Confidential STD services: 

Tuesday 1:00 PM - 5:00 PM, 

Wednesday thru Friday 4:00 PM - 8:00 PM, 

Saturday 1:00 PM - 5:00 PM.

http://www.magnetsf.org/ 415.581.1600 
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When most people hear about someone making a change with their 
drug use they think it must mean they quit using drugs. In fact, 
many people make changes big and small around their drug use 
everyday.  
Below is a substance use management tool.  

It is a way to look at a behavior you want to change in a way that 
lets it be as complicated as it is, looking at the good things about 
the behavior and the not so good things and the good things that 
might come from making a change and the not so good things 
about making a change.

You may want to make a change to improve your health, budget 
differently so that bills get paid more consistently, or so that you 
get the experience you are looking for from partying, you may 
want to use less with people you don’t know for safety, you may 
want to limit the places you party in to avoid arrest or danger, you 
may want to be more selective about the dealers you buy from 
so you have a better idea what you are buying, you may want to 
reduce the amount you use or how often you use.   
 
Your goals are up to you.  

 

Here is an example from an imaginary person.  The person is 

thinking about switching from injecting to smoking speed.  

CHA CHA CHANGES...
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Good things

Staying the 

Same

(continuing to inject speed)

¸	 The rush

¸	Most of my friends shoot and so when we party 

together we are all on the same level

¸	 The ritual of injecting is something I enjoy

¸	 I get what I want out of the high 

¸	 I feel like shooting is less wasteful and I don’t 

have to use as much speed to get high as when I 

was smoking

¸	 The sex.  

¸	 I like the guys I hook up with who slam

I love the way slamming takes me out of time- I loose 

track of time and go on adventures.
Making a change

(switching to smoking speed)

¸	No abscesses

¸	Not having to go get or carry rigs, water, 

cookers-all that

¸	Don’t have to get to the exchange

¸	When I smoke I don’t lose time as much as when 

I shoot- it might be easier to make appointments 

and get shit done I need to get done

¸	Not having to find a vein

¸	 I binge less when I am smoking- its easier to 

decide to go to sleep for me and I am less likely 

to experience psychosis from being up so long

It will be easier for me to get to work
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Not so good things

Staying the 

Same

(continuing to inject speed)

¸	 It is hard for me to find veins now and I get 

frustrated poking myself trying to get a hit

¸	 I have gotten abscesses and they hurt like hell

¸	 I already have hep C and don’t want to get exposed 

to other families of the hep C virus and its hard 

sometimes to hit myself and I know when I let 

someone else do it they may have blood on their 

hands or expose me to stuff through equipment

¸	 I get sick of people judging me for shooting 

especially my  boyfriend, we fight.

¸	 I get paranoid carrying rigs and when I have room 

inspections have to hide everything.

¸	 I sometimes overamp when I am shooting and get 

worried when my heart is pounding – with shooting 

you can’t get it out once you push that plunger in

¸	My tolerance keeps going up, I need more in the 

cooker to get me where I want to go

I have a hard time getting new rigs and sometimes have to get 

syringes off my friends.  
Making a change

(switching to smoking speed)

¸	 I will miss that intense rush

¸	 I will have to spend more money on dope to get the 

same high

¸	 I will be jealous when I hang with friends who slam 

watching them get that hit
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Resources:

For access to information and resources  
about HIV/AIDS:

California AIDS Hotline  
415-863-AIDS or 800-367-AIDS

For nonjudgmental and accurate information 
about crystal meth, safer drug use, meth 
and HIV/AIDS, personal stories, and sex 
information check out...

Tweaker.org– 
tweaker.org   
Phone: 415-502-1999  
E-mail: info@tweaker.org

The Speed Project at SFAF
www.thoughtsonspeed.com
Phone: 415-788-5433  
E-mail: tellus@thoughtsonspeed.com
Weekly drop in group every Wednesday at 
2PM
117 6th Street between Mission/Howard
Come High Come Low Come as you are
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Crystal Neon/Seattle  
Counseling Services–  
crystalneon.org   
Phone: 206-323-1768

Erowid–  
http://www.erowid.org

Harm Reduction Coalition–  
http://harmreduction.org
Phone: 510-444-6969   
E-mail: hrcwest@harmreduction.org 

Chicago Recovery Alliance–  
http://www.anypositivechange.org

Dance Safe–
http://www.dancesafe.org 

Cutting down/managing drug use and 
recovery options

The Stonewall Project– 
415-502-1999

S.T.O.P.(Stimulant Treatment 
Outpatient Program)–  
Phone: 415-502-5777
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New Leaf Services–  
http://www.newleafservices.org  
Phone: 415-626-7000  
E-mail: intake@newleafservices.
org

Walden House  
Multi-Service Center– 
http://www.waldenhouse.org  
Phone: 415-934-3408,  
or 415-934-3409  
E-mail: editor@waldenhouse.org

Harm Reduction Therapy Center 
Phone: 415.863.4282
http://www.harmreductiontherapy.org

Positive Opportunity 
Reinforcement Project 
www.propsf.org 
Phone:(415) 355-2000

Crystal Meth Anonymous
http://www.crystalmeth.org
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San Francisco Department of 
Public Health BUMP study:
http://www.sfbump.com 

Over the Influence: The Harm 
Reduction Guide for Managing 
Drugs and Alcohol.  Denning, 
Patt and Little, Jeannie, et al 
New York: Guilford Publications. 
February 2004, 328 pages.   
http://www.harmreductiontherapy.
org/
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JANUARY & FEBRUARY EVENTS
  ALL EVENTS ARE FREE
Zine Making Party

JANUARY:  Wednesday, January 17th, 6:00 - 8:00 PM
FEBRUARY:  Tuesday, February 13th, 6:00 - 8:00 PM

One Sixth St. @ Market
Come have dinner and create art and stories for the zine

Your privacy is respected.  
Dinner provided, please call to sign up.

Come Down at the Movies 995 Market St, 2nd Flr
JANUARY: Sunday, January 21st, 6 PM dinner, 6:30 PM Film
 Film - BROKEBACK MOUNTAIN
FEBRUARY: Sunday, February 13th, 6 PM dinner, 6:30 PM Film
 Film - SPUN

Join us for a free dinner and a movie to end your weekend right. 

WORKSHOPS
Anger Management Workshop with New Leaf

Tuesday, January 30th, 6 PM Dinner, 6:30 PM Workshop
995 Market Street, 2nd floor

Anger is a natural emotion and we all feel it sometimes.  When people feel 
angry our blood pressure goes up, stress hormones are released, our breathing 

and heartbeat faster, our muscles tense. Most of us struggle with how and 
when to express anger and sometimes we make a mess of it. This workshop is 
about how to learn new ways to deal with anger, stress, conflict, and express 

this very important emotion in healthier ways.

Your Party and Your Tummy 
Workshop with Stacey Rubin

Thursday February 22nd, 6 PM Dinner, 6:30 PM workshop
995 Market St., 2nd Floor

You may be living in a place where you can’t cook or in a head space where 
you have not been feeling your inner Betty Crocker. Do you wish you had 
better eating habits?  Come get info on street drugs and nutrition as well as 
lots of nonjudgmental practical advice (for all lifestyles and income levels) 

and tips for healthy eating habits.

The Speed Project at SFAF 
By and for Gay/Bi/Heteroflexible men who use speed

415-788-5433    www.thoughtsonspeed.com

Harm Reduction Drop-in Group
Every Wednesday at 2 PM

117A 6th Street between Mission and Howard

Come high. Come low. Come as you are.  Pizza and Gatorade Galore!


